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What is this course?
 

 What is Jewish Meditation, and how to learn to practice it in an authentic way?
This course seeks to engage the students experientially with embodied

contemplative practices from the Jewish tradition, from text to practice. After an
introductory course focused on introducing Jewish Meditation and giving an overview of
various techniques (Experiencing Jewish Meditation: Texts and Practices), this course
will take the participants through an exploration of more advanced Jewish meditation
practices, and specifically practices involving the body and the senses.

Although there will be an emphasis on kabbalistic practices, the meditations
studied and practiced in this course focus on a dimension that runs across various
traditions of Jewish Spirituality, from medieval Jewish thinkers to kabbalists and
chassidim: the body as a keli, a vessel, for a holy life, but also for spiritual experiences.

The aim of learning various Jewish Meditation practices involving the body is
threefold: first, to invite us to expand our understanding of what Jewish spirituality and
meditation is; second, to relate to our bodies not as separate but as an integral part of
our spiritual lives; and third, to be able to take these practices in our daily life.

In the process of this course, we will approach some Kabbalistic meditation
techniques. Learning kabbalistic Meditation traditionally require a prior grounding in life,
in study and in practice. Students are invited to approach this learning with the care and
the kavod (respect) it deserves, and with the sincere commitment to use these
techniques to purify their hearts and work on their midot (character traits), so as to
contribute to the tikkun Olam, the repairing of the world.

This course is particularly indicated for students who took the first course of
‘Experiencing Jewish Meditation”, as the course provides background, a vocabulary and
a first understanding of Jewish Meditation, its various concepts and its practices. If you
haven’t attended this course live, you still can take the course through the recordings.
As part your registration you will have access to a one on one session with the teacher.



The aim of this course is to invite students to approach Jewish meditation
techniques not only intellectually, but from experience. By weaving text study and
practice, each session will invite the participants to experience the teachings directly so
that they can integrate them within their daily lives today, both on an intellectual,
emotional, ethical and spiritual level. 

Each class will move from text study to experimenting the teachings, with
meditation instructions and a time dedicated to practice during the class, with a time for
questions and sharing at the end. This course will involve embodied practices such as
singing, eating, dancing, or body postures. Get ready for some experimentations!

Students will be invited from the first session to match with a spiritual chavruta
with whom they will share their practice throughout the year. The course will comprise
eight classes divided into four parts: Part I will focus on spiritual nourishment. Part II will
focus on Meditative Postures; Part III will focus on Visualization. Part IV will explore
contemplative movement.

Topics covered include:
 
� Discovering a variety of traditional Jewish Meditation techniques from their
sources
� Experiencing Jewish Meditation directly through learning to move from text to
Practice
� Mapping the main techniques of Jewish Meditation connected to the Body 
� Exploring the connection between spirituality and the body
� Learning how to integrate Jewish Meditation in our everyday lives
� Deepening the connection between Liturgical practice and contemplative practice
� Becoming acquainted with lesser known kabbalistic meditation techniques

 
The course combines text study (all texts provided in Hebrew and English), guided
practice and a forum for group processing and ongoing support. The content is more
appropriate for advanced students and students who have taken the first part of
Experiencing Jewish Meditation. Beginners are welcome to join if they feel comfortable
with jumping into more advanced kabbalistic practices, and if they want to catch up on
their own as relevant.

How does it work?

The  course consists of 8 classes, of 75 mn each, organized in 4 thematic sections,
which participants can participate in live, or watch later at their own convenience. 
 
Sessions consist of close study of texts and are be accompanied by guided practice. 

Each session includes:
 
1) A recorded class, in which Dr. Mira Neshama leads a 75 mn study and meditation
session. Sessions include a close reading of Jewish texts in their original, clearly
translated and explained, together with relevant background information and discussion.



These sessions can be watched live for a direct interaction with the teacher, or watched
at your convenience. 
 
2) A printable handout of relevant texts from Biblical, Rabbinic, Kabbalistic and
Chassidic sources, provided in full translation with introductory comments and guiding
questions.

3) A guided practice, informed by the study session and offered with clear instructions
by Mira, provided in both audio and video format.

4) An open channel to the teacher and other AJS course participants, to process the
journey through the teachings and practices of each class.

The Sessions :

I. Spiritual nourishment

The two main types of elemental ways we nourish physically our bodies with are air on
the one hand, and water and food on the other hand. In a Jewish perspective,
interactions of the body with the material world, are holy, and are spiritual practices in
themselves. 

1. Breathing the divine name

Breath meditation may be one of the most well-known common denominators in most
meditation traditions.  Early kabbalists, such as Abraham Abulafia combine breathing
with body movements to attain transcendent states, while others attune the rhythm of
the breath with letters of the divine name.

2. Spiritual eating

When we eat, according to Jewish mystics, we are not just nourishing our bodies. We
are doing a spiritual practice. For Maimonides and the Ramchal, eating is preparing our
bodies as kelim to live in the divine presence. Eating with kavannah, intention, and with
self-awareness and care, is a meditation in itself.

 
II. Meditative Postures 

Because Jewish Meditative traditions were traditionally oral, we know very little of
specific instructions, in particular around posture. Yet some texts do mention specific
body postures.



1. Hand postures

In this session we will explore how various Jewish texts, from the Talmudic sage to the
redactors of the Zohar, mention different types of hand postures to which various
meanings are attributed, some of them connected to the sefirot.

1. Head in between the knees
In this session, we will experiment one of the most famous teachings of Avraham
Abulafia, a meditation posture, consisting in placing the head in between the knees, in a
foetus position, as well as a more modern version by Yosef Tziach, consisting in
bending forward, heads towards the knees.

III. Holy visualizing

Visualizations are powerful meditation techniques, by which one uses imagination to
represent themselves in specific situations that are going to make one experience in
one’s body mind an encounter with the divine and a transformation of the self.

1. Yichudim

Yichudim, “unifications”, were sophisticated contemplative techniques used by
the Kabbalists to unite with the Divine. Looking at texts by Isaac Luria, Rabbi
Hayim Vital, we will explore the sophisticated processes, involving a preparation
of the Body, by which the Lurianist Kabbalists were seeking to become One with
the Divine.

2. Kidush hashem

While Visualizations are more known as being part of the contemplative apparel
of the Kabbalists, Chassidic Masters, such as the Noam Elimelech and the
Piaseczner, were using such techniques to help themselves reinforce their
kavannah and feel more acutely the divine presence.

IV. Contemplative Movement

From Miriam to David ha Melekh, characters in the Tanakh have expressed your
devotion and yor prayers through movement, singing and dance. 

1. Nigunim: the soung of the soul

With or without words, nigunim (melodies), are a contemplative in itself. It was
especially used by the Chassidim to enter in states close to transe. In this session, we’ll
explore the power of music, but also of the silence around it.



2. Devotional dance 

In the Tanakh, David hamelekh set the example for devotional dance, while many 
Talmudic texts mention the dancing of the women on various occasion. These dances 
have something in common: there are spiritual practices in themselves, as they are 
about dancing for God.

Testimonies

"Having recently completed an online course with Mira about 'Maimonide's Middle Way',
I can honestly say that I felt her deep subject knowledge, together with her experience
as a meditation teacher wove together seamlessly to make the content relevant and
accessible. Mira has a very patient, non-judgemental and encouraging teaching style
and I look forward to joining her on another course in the future!"
Stephen Low, participant in the Maimonide’s Middle Way course.

"I always find it a treat and blessing to sit with and learn from Mira.  She has a quality of
equanimity (menuchat HaNefesh) which fills her lessons, and for me, it enhances my
learning and meditation.  Not to mention her smile and warmth! It is unusual for me to
leave without a new thought or idea which is beneficial to my life." 
Judah Rosen, Participant in the Daily Neshima and in the Chessed Meditation series

« Working with Mira is truly a deep breath. She has helped me find spaciousness both
in myself and in my relationship to Judaism. Each time we met, she met me where I was
at. Together, we asked big questions, explored prayer and ritual, and shared stories and
insights that I have been able to incorporate into my life daily. Mira has helped me
strengthen and deepen my connection and commitment to myself, my practice, and my
spirituality. »
Naomi Davis, participant in retreats and student of private spiritual counseling

“Mira is a gem of a teacher and scholar as well as a sweet human being! She skillfully 
weaves deep scholarship and understanding of Torah and the Jewish mystical tradition 
with a personal depth of experience in meditation practice and theory. Mira is a true 
shining light in the field of Jewish mindfulness.”

     -Rabbi Jordan Bendat-Appell, Director of Camp Ramah in Canada and former 
Director of the Institute for Jewish Spirituality’s Jewish Mindfulness Meditation Teacher 
Training 


